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Software Development Engineer 
- Learn and Empower Private 
Limited

Type Job Description

About us: Learn and Empower Private Limited is an emerging EdTech startup. We are 
building Resonate Learning, India’s first ‘AR+Games’ Based deaf-friendly teaching & 
learning platform that helps the teachers to teach & the students to learn & practice 
concepts in an engaging as well as in a way they understand. We are on a mission to 
make the learning accessible & inclusive so that every single child out there should get 
equal opportunity of education. 

Excited to be a part of an organization that envisions a brighter future for all? We’re 
waiting for you!

Job: Full Stack Developer (MERN) We are looking for technology enthusiasts who can 
lead the organization through their experiences & knowledge in the respected domain 
and add value that will help us in delivering smooth & enriching experiences. 
The Full Stack Developer will report to Co-founder & work with them to ideate the 
strategies and deployment.
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Roles and Responsibilities: 

Creating scalable components for maximum performance across a vast array of 
web-capable devices and browsers

Be involved and drive product and design discussions, striking a balance between 
speed and execution.

Making the system resilient, as well as structuring the database. 

Building APIs using NodeJS, MongoDB, GraphQL

Collaborating with the team of Unity Developers to create, test & deploy the app, 
APIs as well as a stack that follows while doing so.

Optimizing and managing deployments

Collaborating with Co-Founder to ideate, design, prototype, validate and launch new 
feature sets and products

Analyzing and determining the best tools/packages and tech stacks for the solution

Managing and mentoring a team of web developers

Making a social impact with every line of code!

What you'll need to bring to the table? 

Full stack software development experience in HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, React.js 
and Node.js

Experience with creating data models for and working with either an SQL or a 
NoSQL database

Good understanding of REST APIs and the web in general

Ability to architect a full stack scalable web application

Experience with a cloud deployment systems such as AWS

Have published at least one original web application

Ability to collaborate with a team of developers, product managers and designers
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Working knowledge of the general web landscape, architectures, trends, and 
emerging technologies

Good to have : experience in GraphQL and UI/UX design

Qualifications: We believe in providing equal opportunities to all as well as to the ones 
who deserve it.

Having a tech degree would be a plus point but it is not required. If you’ve previous 
experience working on JavaScript, MongoDB, Express.js, React & Node.js, AWS & are 
determined enough, we urge you to write us at hello@learnemp.in with Mail subject as 
Web Development Engineer Role along with your resume & portfolio (projects links, 
GitHub as well as LinkedIn if available). We’ll get back to you within 24 hours to take 
this opportunity ahead. For any queries, you can write back to us at: 
support@learnemp.in. 
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